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Lithium-ion Bull, Issue 49:  May 20, 2019 - Material Girl 

 
It may not feel like it now, five months into 2019, but, Velocitility is such that, it is still possible that 2019 
lithium will end up looking like Prince’s 1999. As my older son enters 10th grade in September we may 
again experience the late 1980’s Madonna Monroe values instilled during my own formative high school 
years. It would be a great help if this China Trade Water Torture would finally end.  
 
But for a Jane and George Battery Pack saving for kids college or retirement, with 5, 10, 15-year or 
longer time horizon, the current and near-term price trajectory of various lithium prices – and the 
equities which follow prices -- is far less relevant than focusing on which companies will be producing 
lithium raw material or chemicals into what will likely be a tight, elevated priced market from 2023/24;  
and on which companies can deliver a premium quality/premium priced product – whether it be 
SC6%/low impurities, battery qualified carbonate, or battery qualified hydroxide. 
 
With major capital investments underway, some Big 7-8 existing producers will, with a very high 
probability, be selling significantly larger volumes of high quality, premium priced lithium raw materials 
and chemicals.  Though the current investment period is putting significant demands on near-term free 
cash flow – alongside profit hits from weather, new taxes, royalties and a short-term glut in low quality 
intermediate raw material -- by 2023/24, these Big 7/8 should be fast growing #LithiumCashMachines. 
 
I believe the lithium world will remain an Oligopoly with incumbents yielding market power – witness 
ALB’s comments about constraining supply, as swing SC6 producer, with its smartly negotiated 100% 
marketing rights for Wodgina. The Oligopolists’ power will come from operating many mines and 
chemical plants in many places in the world.  And, wherever possible, close both to mine mouth AND 
cathode, battery and EV production.  M&A will be a constant feature, including well capitalized new 
entrants from adjacent industries, like Wesfarmers. It is possible that such new entrants will acquire 
Livent or even Albemarle. But ultimately, industry concentration will likely remain for the fastest 
growing, Tier One EV battery chemistries. The Oligopoly – in time – will continue to consolidate new 
producers and those at earlier stages of development capable of making battery quality product. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6p-lDYPR2P8
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In my January 28 Lithium Bull I highlighted Livent and Ganfeng as two of a Baker’s Dozen 13 stocks as 
my preferred “Go Green” names I was prioritizing at the time.  
 
Year to date results through May 10 from Mr. Lithium Bull Market Scoreboard below demonstrates the 
importance of meaningful diversification – across country risk, stage of development, market cap and 
lithium type – brine, hard rock, unconventional. Stock selection is key – what to own; what not to own. 
We’ve seen meaningfully negative surprises from “blue chip” names. And meaningfully positive ones 
from underappreciated juniors. 
 
The aggregate market cap across all names I follow are, on average, 7% down year-to-date. But this 
masks a wide range, with the worst performing stocks down 40-50% in the 6 weeks through May 10 and 
the year-to-date period, while others are up ~45-85% during these time periods.  
 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/affbaa_a807154acbcf4ca48410877dce6e9f9c.pdf
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Nemaska is highlighted in orange, reflecting an exit. I was slow to sell after the USD 280M cost overrun 
but I was and remain happy to have moved on from a small position and a small loss.  I have my ear into 
Quebec and NMX’s secured lenders and shareholders and when/if I see tangible signs that they can get 
their act together - which will require new equity for sure (Turning Japanese/Gagnam Style?) - I may re-
engage. I’m watching North American Lithium with interest as well. There are easier stories elsewhere. 
 
Again stealing a page from great artist Steve Jobs, I have begun to Think Different and have highlighted 
as WATCHLIST in light green a second Young American. Cookies & Cream. Boron & Lithium.  
 

Think 

 
Think Boron Duopoly.  

Think $2,000 Carbonate cash cost. 
--- 

Evangelizing “Hard Rock Hydroxide Advantage” has worked well with Crocodile Rock stocks like Kidman 
(WHO’s Next, Bargain, Won’t Get Fooled Again, Long Live Rock) – which jumped on Wesfarmers ~45% 
premium bid. Likewise, (Thrilla in the) Pilbara (Who Can it Be Now?), which is optimistic about closing its 
downstream JV with POSCO and in finding a strong downstream partner for Stage 3 production. I see 
the same in (Born in the USA) Piedmont Lithium (Born to Run). I also see opportunity in new WA 
exploration. Hi quality hi performance Alliance Minerals is now on WATCHLIST. I have been a spectator 
thus far as others have speculated successfully in Liontown. 
 
(Rockin in the Free World) Nemaska has been the big loser so far in this hydroxide rock context, and has 
helped drag sentiment for Quebec plays with it (eg, CRE, SYA). My only attention to Canada these days is 
in Ontario. Targeting the technical grade glass monopoly (Electric Avenue) Frontier Lithium. 
 
European lithium plays have been more constructive year-to-date – with a boost in sentiment from 
VW’s “Irreplaceable Lithium, Hard Rock More Sustainable” rhetoric and supportive news from the 
European Investment Bank (Northvolt), EBRD and European Battery Alliance. Spodumene Portugal - 
Savannah (SAV) - continues to be my main EU interest, but Infinity (INF), and Zinnwald straddling 
Germany (BCN) and Czech (EMH) are also now on my radar. 
 
Argentina brine pumping from early this year has petered out in the last six weeks as Galaxy cancelled 
its strategic process for Sal da Vida, and debt and inflation crisis and political uncertainty are the main 
headlines, as is poor pricing and earnings from Orocobre and Livent. 
 
Some large volumes have been traded in sleeper Bacanora, which has not only the most advanced clay 
asset, but appears to be really the only truly “shovel ready” project. Will Sonora Mexico get fully 
funded? Sigma SC6 from Brazil remains of interest, but SGMA trading volume is an inhibiting factor. 
 
Anyone watching lithium closely knows it is essential for the world’s lithium supply to have many more 
of the best brines and best hard rock deposits funded and into production. Lithium Power International 
– The Private Side of Chile – is the most advanced brine project in South America. In January, it 
published a detailed DFS, while most Argentina projects are at PFS stage. Subject to permitting and 
funding LPI could be ready to start construction early next year.  
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In my Blue Sky in Green Fields world view, I see spectacular rewards in select pre-revenue projects.  
 

How to pick? 
 

K.I.S.S.: Grade matters. Technical Risk matters. Management matters. Sovereign Risk matters. 
 
I keep coming back to those projects with attributes akin to Charlotte’s Web – a checklist I discussed in 
my February 28 Lithium Bull Albemarle: Southern Accents and the Amazing Spider Man. 
 

 

 
I’d add to this list my magic numbers and qualitative attributes.  
 

Lithium Project Developer Checklist for Jane & George Battery Pack 
 

✓ 20,000 battery grade hydroxide (preferred) or carbonate (still OK) 
✓ 20 years 
✓ $500-600M capex 
✓ $6,000 opex or lower 
✓ Proven, conventional technology 
✓ Mining friendly jurisdiction 
✓ Tax friendly jurisdiction 
✓ Highly predictable jurisdiction with 10-20 year view 
✓ Fully ramped into 2023/24 forecasted lithium shortfall 
✓ Non-China Supply to feed Non-China Demand (preferred) 
✓ Competent management with skin in the game 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/affbaa_2f5257a4c24641cd89b2eb7a7239f4fe.pdf
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With the Lithium 2.0 bull now 15+ months in the rear-view mirror, I spend most of my time evaluating 
the junior lithium wheat from chafe. Which companies, which projects, might have a Wodgina (MIN) or 
Mt. Holland (KDR)-like M&A valuation event?   
 
A Lithium 3.0 bull awaits. A new, hot crop of “second movers” is emerging. 
 

Independent. Available off-take. 
Clean capital structures. 

Majority ownership, up to 100%. 
 “Un-partnered” Material Girls. 

 
Like a Virgin 

 
Madonna - Like A Virgin (Live MTV VMAs 1984) 

 
IMO, this small breed of Lithium 3.0 projects and companies will, when “touched for the very first time,” 
get meaningfully better deal terms than many of those financed in Lithium 2.0.  
 
Galaxy surely feels this way about Sal da Vida. I worry, though, about “referendum on Macri” Argentina. 
 
Congratulations by the way to Jon Evans, new CEO of Lithium Americas. And thank you Tom Hodgson, an 
ex-client who’s deal making I watched up close since June 30, 2015 merger with Western Lithium. LAC 
shares rose from CAD 2.50 to CAD5.00 today during his tenure. 100% up in four years. Not bad. Pilbara 
was up 7X in this time frame. Kidman was up 21X. Rock On, Hard Rock! 
 
My continuous research and discussions with podcast guests (listen here:) LithiumIonRocks!, make it 
clear to me that 1-2 handfuls of projects will need to get financed and built over next 3-7 years. I 
regularly write and talk about ones I think are relevant and most worthy of attention, and some less so.  
 
And if you haven’t noticed, Rodney Hooper is also in Vogue.  #LithiumEquityIntelligence. We often 
agree, but not always.  Strike the pose. Read everything Rodney writes on LinkedIn, Seeking Alpha, 
Twitter (@RodneyHooper13) and visit our website: 
 

Libull.com 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkSxhG4cbPo
https://soundcloud.com/lithiumionrocks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GuJQSAiODqI
https://www.libull.com/
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Disclaimer  
 

Lithium-ion Bull (Forest Hills) is a periodic publication, written through my advisory firm RK Equity 
Advisors, LLC. In this and other Lithium-ion Bulls and the podcast Lithium-ion Rocks! I often share some 
rationale for a stock in which I have some conviction – for or against – and may own directly in my own 
retirement or taxable accounts. If you agree or disagree with and act on or against the rationale of 
anything written in this or any other Lithium-ion Bull or Lithium-ion Rocks! podcast, that is your free 
choice. But to be clear, the opinionated commentary you’re reading is not investment advice, nor 
recommendation and may not be unbiased. I am not a registered investment advisor nor broker-dealer.  I 
may act, or may have acted in the past, as a financial advisor, or capital raiser for certain of the 
companies mentioned herein and may receive, or may have received, remuneration for services from 
those companies. I, RK Equity as well as their respective partners, directors, shareholders, and employees 
may make purchases and/or sales of securities mentioned here-in from time to time, subject, of course, 
to restricted periods in which we may possess material, non-public information. As of May 15, 2019, RK 
Equity or its principals own securities in Mineral Resources, Altura Mining, Piedmont Lithium, Savannah, 
Ganfeng Lithium, Albermarle, Livent, Neolithium, Lithium Americas and Orocobre and have or have had 
over the past 48 months fee-paying advisory assignments with Western Lithium/Lithium Americas, 
CleanTeq, Piedmont Lithium, Millennial Lithium, Altura Mining, Lithium Power International, NeoMetals, 
Kidman Resources, Nemaska and Bacanora. The information contained herein is not financial advice and 
whether in part or in its entirety, neither constitutes an offer nor makes any recommendation to buy or 
sell any securities.  
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